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Your Galaxy Tab Active2 Mobility Bundle is uniquely 
designed to provide ease in transportation for your Galaxy 
Tab Active2 device.

MOBILITY BUNDLE FOR 
THE SAMSUNG GALAXY 
TAB ACTIVE2

1. Acetal O-Rings

2. Ergonomic Handle

3. Quick Connect Clips

4. Shoulder Strap

5. Spring Clip
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INSTALLATION

Before installation, please ensure that both the quick connect clips (3) are disconnected.
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Before installation, please remove the Tab Active2 and stylus from the outer case and set them safely to the 
side. The mobility bundle will be installed to the outer case. 
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Start by feeding the cord of the quick connect clip (3) into the stylus loop slot shown above. With the cord 
through the slot, loop the cord back around the plastic buckle on the quick connect clip. Pull on the buckle to 
tighten the quick connect cord to the device.
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Next, feed the cord of the quick connect clip (3) into the cord slots built into the outer case. This will require 
the assistance of a small screwdriver (not included). Feed the cord inward and then outward (as shown 
above). With the cord through the slots, loop the cord back around the plastic buckle on the quick connect clip. 
Pull on the buckle to tighten the quick connect cord to the device.
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With the quick connect clips (3) installed, carefully install the Tab Active2 and stylus back into the outer case. 
The handle assembly (2) is now ready to be installed (see next page for Step 6).
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To install, connect both of the quick connect clips (3) with the plastic buckles. Your mobility bundle is now 
installed.

1. When taking a photo with the rear facing camera built into the Galaxy 
Tab Active2, users can disconnect the mobility bundle with the quick 
connect clips (3). The quick connect clips allow for easy and fast 
installation at any time.

2. The included Shoulder Strap (4) is adjustable via a Webbing Glide 
located near the end of the strap. The Shoulder Strap is also 
removable via Spring Clips (5) and Acetal O-Rings (1).

3. The Mobility Bundle is designed to be small and out of the way so it 
can remain on your device at all times.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

WARRANTY
InfoCase products are dynamic, consistently improved and reinvented to bring you the best products on the market. We 
use only the highest quality materials to meet your mobile technology demands.  

InfoCase offers a 1 year warranty on defects and workmanship on this Fieldmate product. Visit InfoCase.com/warranty or 
call 1-800-248-4844 to obtain more information on the InfoCase warranty.


